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Abstract—Material reflectance retrieval from high spatial
resolution acquisitions over urban areas requires an accurate
modeling of the signal accounting for the 3D environment.
Especially in tree shadows, the solar radiation incident to the
ground contributing to the estimation of the reflectance has many
origins linked to the plant structure and its composition. In this
paper, the 3D atmospheric correction code, ICARE, limited to
opaque structures like buildings, is improved thanks to an
empirical correction factor taking into account the porosity of a
tree crown. The validation of this method is assessed through a
dataset combining a hyperspectral image and a 3D model of the
scene.

I.

The goal of this paper is to enhance the performance of
ICARE to estimate the part of irradiance transmitted through
the crown. First, the method relies on a sensitivity analysis
simulating the radiation regime at tree shadow with DART [5]
through different scenario types and tree parameters. This will
conduct to a physics-based empirical correction factor in the
tree shadow in comparison with incident irradiance existing in
shadows of opaque structure. Then, the new correction is
applied on a dataset and results will be further discussed by
comparing the reflectance retrieval in both sun and shadowed
areas for a given ground material.

INTRODUCTION

With high spatial resolution imagery applied to urban areas,
most of material reflectance retrieval algorithms having flat
field assumptions can not compensate from the 3D
environment effects like occlusions [1]. However, some
radiative transfer codes [2] and adjoint radiosity methods [3]
take into account the screening of the scene relief. But their
main limitations are based on the fact that they often neglect
either the surface multiple scatterings or the earth-atmosphere
coupling whose contribution are relatively important in
shadowed areas. ICARE [4] is a 3D atmospheric correction
tool that is able to model all these radiative contributions and
considers both slope and environment effects. In input, it
requires a digital surface model (DSM). Its main drawback is
that it can only consider opaque 3D structures like buildings.
Such assumption does not work for single trees where part of
the direct solar irradiance can be transmitted through the
crown. Actually, in presence of trees, the complex interactions
between the incident solar radiation and the plant materials
strongly impact the radiative transfer budget received at tree
shadow. Until now, many studies have assessed the
contribution of both structural and biophysical tree
characteristics to the top-of-canopy retrieved reflectance [3] or
else the light interception beneath the tree crown [4]. However
none of them have take advantage of the results of these studies

II.

METHODOLOGY

A. Radiative transfer basis and empirical correction factor
The retrieval of the reflectance ρt for a material P in tree
shadow requires the knowledge of the direct upwelling
radiance Rdir coming from the target P and acquired by the
t
and the upwelling
sensor matrix pixel i , the total irradiance I total
direct atmospheric transmission T ↑ as expressed in (1). R dir is
deduced from the at-sensor radiance Rsensor , the atmospheric
radiance R atm which is incident to the sensor without reaching
the scene and the diffuse radiance Renv coming from the
t
is split into the light transmitted
neighbouring targets. I total
t
, the light scattered by the
through the tree crown I trans
t
atmosphere I diff
and the multiple light reflections between the
t
scene and the atmosphere I coup
(Fig. 1).

ICARE retrieves the surface reflectance in the shadow of
ICARE
such as in (2).
opaque materials by computing I total
_ opaque
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TABLE I.

a.

b.

Rdir (i ) π
.
t
I total
( P) T ↑

DART
DART
DART
DART
I total
= I trans
+ I diff
+ I coup

Cell size

m

0.4*0.4*0.4

degree

46; 90 (clockwise)

Aerosol model and visibility

-

Urban model with 23km

Tree description

Unit

Values

Tree height

m

14.2

Crown height and diameter

m

9.4; 6

m

4.8; 7.2; 0.4

m2.m-2

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8

LAD
(3 cases)

-

Spherical (ALA = 57°)
and ellipsoidal
a
(ALA = 10° and 80°)

gap fraction as randomly
distributed holes
(3 cases)

%

0-30-70

ª ICARE
I
t
ICARE
≈ « I total
I total
_ opaque + I total _ opaque .(
I
¬«

DART
trans
DART
total _ opaque

 ρ ICARE ,t =

Reflectance or transmittance

0.4
Shadow mask

23
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0.2
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0
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0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2
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2.4
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a.

b.

Figure 2. a. Graph of the reflectance (magenta) and transmittance (green) of
leaves from a quercus palustris in ANGERS93 [7], the reflectance of the trunk
(orange) and asphalt at ground (blue) from DART, striped bands stand for
atmospheric windows; b. At-sensor radiance image of the scene expressed in
W.m-2.sr-1.µm-1 at 550nm for the opaque tree scenario

(3)

ρ ICARE

a

10

Then β is defined as the ratio between the transmitted and
the total irradiance received at tree shadow. Finally, new
material reflectances ρ ICARE,t are computed for tree shadows
reflectances

23*23

3

a. Average Leaf Angle

DART
DART
DART
I total
+ I coupl
_ opaque = I diff

ICARE

m²

0.5

(2)

In order to compensate the error of neglecting the radiative
t
in ICARE modeling for tree shadows, the method is
term I trans
to apply an empirical correction factor β on the ICARE
retrieved reflectance thanks to some prior knowledge of the
tree properties. As such, β is deduced from the direct
simulations of the radiation regime at shadow in presence of a
single tree with DART. Two scenario types are generated (3):
DART
the first with a semi-transparent tree crown ( I total
) and the
second with a tree crown that is assumed to be fully opaque
DART
).
( I total
_ opaque

original

Scene ground size

(1)

ICARE
ICARE
ICARE
I total
+ I coup
_ opaque = I diff

total

Values

Sun zenith and azimuth
angles

with ° Rsensor (i) = Rdir (i ) + Renv (i ) + Ratm (i )
® t
t
t
t
°̄ I total ( P ) = I trans ( P ) + I diff ( P ) + I coup ( P )

from

Unit

Trunk height (below and
inside crown) and diameter
Tree LAI
(8 cases)

Figure 1. a. Irradiance and b. radiance components in tree shadow

ρ t ( P) =

DART INPUT PARAMETERS

Scene and atmosphere
description

is detailed in Table I. The simulations are run over the
reflective domain 0.4-2.3µm in 138 spectral bands. The optical
properties of the leaves, the trunk of the tree and the ground
material are plotted in Fig. 2.a. For the two scenario types, the
total irradiance computed at ground is a mean over a mask
lying in the tree shadow as illustrated in Fig. 2.b.

(4).

º
ICARE
) = I total
_ opaque .(1 + β ) » (4)
¼»

Since the downwelling irradiance at shadow depends on the
tree architecture and its composition, a sensitivity analysis is
carried out through three variable parameters of the tree: the
LAI, the LAD and the crown gap fraction. These latters are
often mentioned to be the primary sources of light interception
within the crown [3][4][8]. Their relative contribution to the
DART
variability of I total
in the shadows will be compared to
DART
following
the
work of [9]. Through this analysis, the
I total _ opaque

ρ ICARE
1+ β

B. Simulations of the radiative budget at tree shadow and
sensitivity analysis of the tree parameters
The scene represents a single tree that casts a shadow at
ground and is assumed to have an ellipsoidal shape. The
branches of the tree are not taken into account in this study.
The full description of the scene and the tree parameterization

importance of the correction factor β will be evaluated.
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2.2

DATASET AND PREPROCESSING STEPS

LAI=5

LAI=2

A dataset including VHR hyperspectral images and LIDAR
data has been acquired over the city of Norrköping, Sweden, on
September 2nd 2009 between 8:00 and 8:30 UTC. The pushbroom sensor Itres CASI 1500 collected 24 spectral bands from
381.9nm to 1040.4nm at a spatial resolution of 0.5m. A Digital
surface model (DSM) with 0.25 m resolution was built from
LIDAR sensor Optech ALTM Gemini. The study area is
typical of a European urban landscape mainly composed of
buildings, roads and green areas [10]. Since the image data was
not calibrated and no information about atmospheric
conditions, ground truth measurements or inlab calibration was
available, a rough calibration was applied with the help of 6S
[1][11]. Finally, 14 spectral bands over 24 for the hyperspectral
image were selected out of the atmospheric absorption
windows. An extraction of the image has shown good results
for classification purposes with ICARE in tree shadows but has
still some discrepancies in the retrieved ground reflectance [1].
IV.

LAI=1

15

Correction factor (ȕ)

13

2
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LAI=4
11

Correction factor (ȕ)

III.
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Figure 3. a. Graph of the correction factor in function of the LAI values over
the reflective domain; b. Same plot as previously for high LAI values over the
spectral range corresponding to that of the hyperspectral airborne image

If it reveals to be the case, the choice of a high LAI firstly
agrees with the good performances of ICARE by considering
that the trees behave like opaque materials. In [1], ICARE
classification results in tree shadows were about 70%.
DART
Furthermore, it is to be noticed that the graph of I total
received
DART
in shade against I total _ opaque shows that the error in the choice of

RESULTS

LAI, LAD and gap fraction are geometric factors of the tree
architecture. As such, their respective mean contribution
DART
in tree shadow is little
relative to each other to I total
wavelength-dependent. Each one has a standard deviation of
less than 0.5% over the whole reflective domain. The results
show that LAI has a mean contribution value of 44% which is
about twice that of the others (LAD: 28% and gap fraction:
28%). Consequently, a first approach for an empiric correction
could be only to consider the major influence attributed to the
LAI and neglect the others by attributing fixed values to them.
Further, LAD will be set to have a spherical distribution, which
is an assumption mainly done in the literature. And the gap
fraction will be fixed to 0% since on a closer examination of
the airborne extracted image, the tree shadows seem to be
homogeneously dark (Fig. 5.a).

LAI is minimized when the LAI is high. Then, LAI will be
arbitrary set to 8.
Thereafter, the correction factor β is only applied for the
tree shadow in the image over three materials: road asphalt,
grass and bicycle path asphalt. The resulting reflectance image
is shown in Fig. 5.b. The comparison of spectra retrieved in the
sun and shade in Fig. 5.c. is assessed through the computation
of the R2 and the RMSE in Table II. Finally, the new empirical
atmospheric correction makes smoother the flat spectrum of
road and bicycle path asphalt with similar R2. The most
obvious improvements in terms of RMSE are shown for the
bicycle path which is closer to the tree and so more influenced
to its radiative impact. For grass, ICARE results are better but
the standard deviation of the values is high in NIR. Actually,
the accuracy of ICARE retrieved reflectance with ground truth
measurements is about 0.04.

Afterwards, the factor β is computed in relationship with
the LAI value and the wavelength in Fig. 3.a. As expected, the
lower the LAI is, the higher the sunlight penetrates the tree
crown and the higher β is sensitive. Also the relative
t
importance of the I trans
modeling is highlighted for the long
wavelengths where the total amount of signal at shadow
drastically decreases. For high LAI, I trans is smaller and is
almost entirely composed of the multiple scatterings inside the
crown. This explains the change of slope around the red-edge
between 650nm and 750nm in Fig. 3.b.

V.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

For trees with high LAI, 3D atmospheric correction
considering opaque materials with ICARE has showed good
performances in the shadow. However, improvements can be
done to compensate for the part of the transmitted light
interacting with plant materials especially for NIR-SWIR
spectral bands. The empirical correction factor presented in this
paper helps to understand the physics of the radiation regime
beneath the tree crown. These first results are promising.
Nevertheless, they could drastically depend on the choice of
the tree characterization: leaf spectra, LAI, LAD and gap
fraction etc. Others reasons may also affect the results such as
the accuracy of the rough calibration applied to the data, the
relevance of the sensitivity analysis with the number of values
taken for each variable parameter, the choice of the LAI
depending to the NDVI-LAI relationship, etc. The ongoing
works are directed to the improvement of the physics-based
correction with a more complete sensitivity analysis including
more parameters (optical properties of plant tissues, branches).

The LAI of a single tree is often estimated from the
computation of the NDVI above the tree crown in the image
with the red and near-infrared spectral bands, here respectively
668nm and 754nm [12]. NDVI-LAI relationship is well-known
to fit to an exponential model which reaches a saturation
threshold for high NDVI depending on many parameters: the
sensor type, the spatial resolution, the tree species, etc. [13]. In
the paper, the results of only one tree will be presented. This
tree is encircled in red in the airborne image in Fig. 5.a. It has a
mean NDVI of 0.75 for the image data expressed in radiances
and 0.8 with reflectances from ICARE outputs. These NDVI
values are usually located to the saturation level for high LAI.
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Finally, this new method must be validated over other datasets.
To this end, a new experiment has been done in October, 2012
with our HYSPEX hyperspectral cameras with an extensive
ground truth allowing a better validation.
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